As an NP-hard problem, solving Sudoku becomes extremely hard when its size gets large. Traditionally, people used a linear programming method, which can solve most Sudoku puzzles quickly but sometimes may fail to find the correct solutions. We introduced several enhanced linear programming methods to improve the rate of success.
Introduction
'Sudoku' is a well-known logic-based puzzle that trains our logical mind, consisting in assigning numbers in a game board, commonly of n is set to be 3, which leads the board size to be 99  . Reference [2] shows that in order to ensure that the game will have a unique solution, the givens must be at least 17 digits. An instance of the game is completed, when all cells have an assigned value and the digit assignations comply all of the problem constraints. The constraints could be reduced to two statements saying 1) every cell must have a number; 2) it must be unique in the row, column and box which it belongs to.
Sudoku puzzles can be mathematically expressed as an integer programming problem with column, row, and box constraints. As an NP-hard problem, it is impractical to adopt the brute-force trial and error strategy to find the solutions in the case of considerably large n . In order to solve Sudoku in a short time, reference [3] introduced a linear programming method called 'Linpro'. As a linear programming method, Linpro can find the correct solutions quickly for most Sudoku puzzles. However, the performance of Linpro is not good enough, namely, sometimes it will fail.
In this paper, we will introduce several enhanced linear programming methods, which can solve the Sudoku puzzles successfully with considerably higher probability than Linpro, as well as keep nearly as fast as Linpro.
Method
Let X be a 222 nnn  binary valued variable with ( , , ) 1 X i j k  , representing the number in the ( , ) ij position of the Sudoku is k . Then the constraints mentioned above can be expressed as:
Reshape X into an 6 1 n  vector x , then solving a Sudoku becomes an integer programming problem:
is a binary valued matrix representing the linear constraints of row, column, box, cell, and givens. A has 4 4nL  rows of constraints, where L is the number of givens. The goal is to find the binary valued vector x satisfying the linear equality constraints above. Equivalently but more conveniently, problem (1) can be rewritten as a 0-norm optimization problem [3] , in which we minimize the number of non-zero elements under the row, column, and box constraints. The intuition of this method is to solve the puzzle by finding the sparest solution of the underlying linear system. The optimal x has exactly 4 n ones out of 6 n values. We mark that for all x satisfying 1 Ax  , it holds that (2) is equivalent to the integer programming problem (1).
(2) Since 0-norm optimization is also an NP hard problem, which is no easier than the original binary programming problem, we need alternative approaches. A most popular approach is to relax it to a 1-norm minimization problem as shown in (3), called Linpro, which is a linear programming problem and thus easy to solve.
(3)
In practical, such relaxation approach works only if enough number of elements of a Sudoku are given. Generally speaking, Linpro requires more givens than that needed to render a unique solution. For example, Linpro fails to solve the tricky puzzle shown in Figure 1 which is mentioned in [4] , whose failing solution shown by Figure 2 In order to solve more Sudoku puzzles successfully, we propose several enhanced linear programming methods to solve the Sudoku. The main idea for these methods is to approximate the 0 l norm by a set of smooth functions, and use a gradient descent method to find the minimal point of each functions iteratively. The algorithm can be briefly summarized as:
1. Plenty of theoretical and practical analysis of reweighted 1 l minimization can be found in [5] and [6] . Generally speaking, such procedure can significantly enhance the solution's sparsity, which means to solve the Sudoku puzzle successfully with higher probability. Reference [6] provides several choices of reweighted 1 l minimization methods:
We shall try all these reweighted 1 l minimization methods on Sudoku solving, and make a comparison for their performances.
Experiment Results
Very recently, [2] proved that there is no Sudoku less than 17 givens has a unique solution. Therefore we test the effectiveness of all methods described above on a Sudoku puzzles data-set with total 49,151 numbers, which is downloaded from the website of Professor Gordon Royle [7] . All the Sudoku puzzles in the data-set are 17-givens and have a unique solution.
We evaluate the methods by precision, which is defined as: number of puzzles we tend to solve, which is 49,151 in our test, and solved N is the number of puzzles which have been successfully solved by one method. Table 1 shows the precision using different methods. From the table, we could clearly see that 1) sparse optimization methods can solve Sudoku with high precision (over 84%); 2) compared to Linpro, reweighted 1 l minimization method can improve the rate of success (from 84.89% to above 93%). 
Summary
Solving Sudoku is very interesting. We remark that solving Sudoku is an NP-hard problem, thus it is impossible to find the correct solution for an arbitrary Sudoku in an acceptably short time for large n. Traditionally, people used approximated method such as Linpro, which is fast, but sometimes may fail to find the correct solutions. We introduced several enhanced linear programming methods, based on the sparse structure of Sudoku, which is a fast way to solve Sudoku puzzles with promising accuracy.
We analyzed and applied different reweighted methods on solving Sudoku puzzles. By testing the performances of kinds of reweighted 1 l methods on large real Sudoku puzzles, it is clear that such reweighted 1 l methods do enhance the sparsity of the solution, and improve the rate of successfully solving the Sudoku.
